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1 Background

Cardiovascular diseases as one of the most frequent

and dangerous problems in modern society is much

more difficult to take immediate measures without

real time ECG (electrocardiogram) information.

Chinese government has planned to establish basic

community medical insurance system(BCMIS)

before 2020, where remote medical service is one of

core issues.



2 Our Solution(1/3)

Therefore, we have 

developed the “remote 

network hospital system” 

which includes data 

server and diagnosis 

terminal by the aid of 

wireless detector to 

sample ECG. 



2 Our Solution(2/3)

Originally, the physicians who are in charge of

taking response in according to server request have

to spend much time for distinguishing abnormal vs.

normal ECG. It will be better and more efficient if

normal ECG can be recognized automatically by

computer and abnormal ECG left to be diagnosed

specially by physicians. We are intended to solve the

classification issue based on key features and

statistical learning.



2 Our Solution(3/3)

In general, computer-aided ECG diagnosis

includes preprocess, features recognition and

classification processes. We have got better

results when concerning imagery thinking and

morphology features in recognition phase.



3 Features and Data(1/2)

In fact, some features are not used
practically by physicians for
diagnosing common diseases.
Through experienced physicians,
we got most important 14 features
(third column, setⅡ) from
physicians’ experience.

Open source tool——ECGPuwave
is used to extract features (second
column), where, from 1 to 10 are
amplitude features, and from 11 to
23 are interval features (setⅠ).



3 Features and Data(2/2)

MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database (leadⅡ)is

used too. 101837 beats of 45 records are

selected. With some unrecognized beats being

ignored, 94315 beats are ready, among which

79110 beats are normal and 15205 beats are

abnormal separately.



4 Statistical Learning

Open source SVM tool Libsvm is selected

here. Two parameters, C and should be

determined first of all. So two kinds of

experiments are designed: C is fixed with

8000 and is fixed with . In Libsvm,

is set for RBF. Several results are

demonstrated in table 2 to table 5 respectively.



4.1 Result(1/2)



4.1 Result(2/2)



4.2 Parameters
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5 Conclusion(1/2)

SVM needs only limited samples, give global

optimized solution avoiding the local

optimized problem using neural network. At

the same time, its generalization capability is

good. But how to select the kernel function is

an intractable issue. Furthermore, large train

set is left unsolved.



5 Conclusion(2/2)

The classification approach has been applied in

“remote network hospital system” of medicine

school of Shanghai Jiaotong University, China.

Now large amount of normal ECG have been filtered

by computer automatically and abnormal ECG is left

to be diagnosed specially by physicians. We are

managing to combine several classifiers to get better

results.



Thanks a lot!


